We send members of our Moscow staff and
gear to upgrade the service provided by the
Kamchatka Reserves. Our staff stays in the
Kamchatka region for the duration of the season.
Every client is met upon arrival in Petro. One
interpreter is provided per camp.
CAMP ACCOMMODATIONS:
Accommodations are in tented camps, which are
equipped with American camping gear such as
tents, stoves, cots and lanterns. Food is plentiful
but basic. Generally, two hunters share a spike
camp in the sheep area but each is guided 1x1.

Serving Sportsmen Since 1952
Sample Itinerary
Day 1
Depart Anchorage, AK
Day 2
Arrive Petropavlovsk/transfer by
road and overnight
Day 3
To hunting camp by chopper
Day 4 - 13 10-hunting days
Day 14
Depart hunting camp/return to
Petro
Day 15
Petro to Anchorage, arrive
same day
More information on this hunt including
references, maps, gear list, etc. will be provided
upon request.

Corporate Headquar ters
143 South Bent Street, Suite D
Powell, WY 82435

307-587-5596

Richard Gourash (FL)
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KAMCHATKA
BIGHORN

Breaking Records... it’s what we do!
Our Kamchatka partners have the ONLY area
on Kamchatka that produces top trophies. We
have been 100% since 1990 - the ONLY
company that can make this claim.
Make just 1 trip to Kamchatka join TEAM SAFARI!

Stan Atwood, CA

We opened sport hunting on Kamchatka in 1990.
Throughout these many years, we have hunted
bighorn in all regions of the Peninsula, but have
centered our operation close to Petropavlovsk
the last 15 years. We have huge areas that have
produced rams up to 44”. The scenery is magnificent, the hunt is challenging and the Russians
aim to please.
Kamchatka Bighorn look very much like North
American Bighorn sheep. They are large and
brownish-grey colored. The white rump patch is
rather small and is divided by a dark dorsal stripe
which continues down the tail. Head and neck
may show a varying degree of grayish-white. The
average trophy size is 34-38”, with a number of
trophies taken in excess of 40”.

John Thodos, IL

Kamchatka Bighorn inhabit the central ridge
of the Kamchatka Peninsula south of the 60th
parallel. Safari Outfitters was the first to open the
hunting in this remote land in 1990. Since then,
we have sent 50-60% of those who hunted sheep
on the Kamchatka Peninsula.

Ron Vollrath, MN
The numbers of sheep are not great due to severe winter conditions, but this has not prevented us from achieving an almost 100% success on
our Kamchatka hunts to date.
SEASON: The season is from August 1 through
October 1.
PRICE: We offer a 10-day hunt at $28,500 (minimum of 3 hunters per group), all inclusive from
Petropavlovsk except hotels as needed. All hunts
are conducted on a 1x1 basis. Your guides are
seasoned hunters and also good skinners. Maximum of 2 hunters per camp. Non-hunters
at $3,500.

This hunt offers the right amount of challenge,
with the terrain resembling that of the Kenai
Peninsula in Alaska. The altitude is not a factor,
with the base camp at 3000-4000 feet. All hunts
are conducted on foot and transferred by vehicle.

Greg Pope, CA

Loren Kohnen, MN

